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We present two q-analogues of a hook length formula of Knuth for the number 
of linear extensions of a partially ordered set whose Hasse diagram is a rooted 
forest. These q-analogues give formulas for the inversion index and the major index 
generating functions over permutations which correspond to linear extensions of a 
labeled forest. They generalize and unify several other q-formulas appearing in the 
literature. For linear forests all of these formulas reduce to MacMahon’s classical 
formula for “q-counting” multiset permutations according to the major index and 
inversion index. We also extend MacMahon’s formula in another direction by 
q-counting all labelings of a tixed forest according to two very natural statistics on 
labeled forests which generalize the major index and inversion index on permuta- 
tions. 0 1989 Academtc Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The topic of enumerating linear extensions of a partially ordered set 
(poset) is of basic interest in combinatorics and computer science. For cer- 
tain well-known classes of posets there are particularly nice enumeration 
formulas known as hook-length formulas. We are concerned here with a 
hook length formula of D. E. Knuth [K] for counting linear extensions of 
posets whose Hasse diagram is a rooted forest. The name hook length 
formula originates with the similar looking formula of Frame, Robinson, 
and Thrall [FRT] for counting standard tableaux. 
* Research partially supported by the National Science Foundation. 
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In this paper we present two q-analogues of the forest hook length 
formula, which generalize and unify several other formulas appearing in the 
literature. Both reduce to MacMahon’s [Ml, M23 well-known formula 
expressing the generating functions of the inversion index and major index 
as multinomial coefficients; one generalizes a q-hook length formula of 
R. Stanley [St] and a q-formula of A. Garsia and I. Gessel [GG]; and the 
other generalizes a previous q-hook length formula of the authors [BWl]. 
Our q-analogues give formulas for the inversion index and major index 
generating functions over permutations which correspond to linear exten- 
sions of a labeled forest. To express these formulas, we use two very natural 
statistics on labeled forests which are extensions of the usual inversion 
index and major index statistics on permutations. We also derive q-hook 
length formulas for these statistics, thereby extending MacMahon’s result 
in yet another direction. 
A labeled poset (P, w) is a finite partially ordered set P together with a 
bijection w: P + (n), where (n) denotes the set ( 1,2, . . . . n > and n is the 
cardinality of P. A labeling w  is said to be natural if w  is an order- 
preserving bijection from P to the natural total order on (n), i.e., w  is 
natural if w(x) < w(y) whenever x < P y ( < P denotes the order relation 
in P). Natural labelings are also known as linear extensions. We will have 
need on occasion to allow the range of the bijection w  to be a more general 
subset of the positive integers. 
Each linear extension of a labeled poset can be associated with a per- 
mutation of the numbers 1,2, . . . . n which is obtained by reading the labels 
in the order given by the linear extension. That is, if x1, x2, . . . . x, is a linear 
extension of the poset P then the corresponding permutation is 
4x,), we4 . . . . w(x,). We shall refer to a permutation arising in this way 
as a linear extension of the labeled poset (P, w) and we let T(P, w) denote 
the set of all linear extensions of (P, w). For example if (P, w) is the labeled 
poset in Fig. 1, then Z(P, w) is the set (32451, 32415,34251,34215). 
We refer to a poset as a forest if every element of the poset is covered 
by at most one element. Clearly a poset is a forest if and only if its Hasse 
diagram is a rooted forest with roots on top. If P is a forest and x E P then 
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the hook lenght at x, denoted h,, is the size of the subtree rooted at x. 
Knuth’s hook length formula [K, p. 701 states that the number of linear 
extensions of a forest of size n is given by n ! divided by the product of all 
the hook lengths of the forest: 
Before presenting the q-analogues of Knuth’s hook length formula we 
shall first review some permutation statistic notation and terminology. For 
each integer n > 1, let [n] denote the polynomial 1 + q + q2 + . .. + q”- r 
and let [n]! denote the polynomial [n] [n - l] . .. [ 11. The q-multinomiul 
coefficients are defined to be 
[ 
n 1 Cnl! mly m2y . . . . mk = [ml]!  Cm,]! “’ [mk]!’ 
where Cmi=n and mi> 1. 
We shall think of permutations in the symmetric group Yn as words with 
n distinct letters 1, 2, . . . . n. For a fixed multiset M, 9, will denote the set 
of all permutations (or arrangements) of the multiset. An inversion of a 
permutation c = cl g2 . . . c,, is a pair (i, j) such that 1 d i < j < n and ci > oj. 
The inversion index of a permutation D is the number of inversions of 0 and 
is denoted by inv(a). The descent set of a permutation r~ is defined by 
D(o)= {iE (n- l)lai>“i+l }. The major index of (T is defined by 
majkd = CisD(o) i. The above definitions are also applied to permutations 
of n element multisets. 
The notion of inversion index and major index can be extended to 
labeled forests in a most natural way. An inversion of a labeled forest (P, w) 
is a pair (x, y), such that x cP y and w(x) > w(y). The inversion index of 
(P, w) is the number of inversions of (P, w), i.e., 
WP, WI= I{@, y)lx-=z,y and w(x)>w(y)}I. 
The descent set of (P, w) is defined by 
D(P, w)= (xcPJ w(x)> w(v), where y is the parent of x in P>. 
The major index of (P, w) is defined by 
maj(P, w)= c h,. 
XCD(P,W) 
The inversion index of a labeled forest has previously been considered by 
Mallows and Riordan [MR] and others. 
Note that each permutation c = ul, c2, . . . . (T,, E Y;: can be identified with 
a labeled forest (P, w) in which P is a linear tree, i.e., totally ordered set 
{ x,<.x,<.... cp x,}, and w(xi) is equal to CT,, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. The 
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permutation 0 is simply the sole element of U(P, w) and is obtained by 
reading the labels of (P, w) from the bottum up. Clearly when P is a linear 
tree, inv(P, w) reduces to inv(a), D(P, w) reduces to D(a), and maj(P, w) 
reduces to maj(a). Note also that for general forests P, w is a natural 
labeling of P means that inv(P, w) = 0 or equivalently, maj(P, w) = 0. 
We shall now state our two q-analogues of Knuth’s formula. The first 
formula is limited to a certain type of labeling called a regular labeling 
which is defined in Section 2. Regular labelings include the well-known 
forest labelings: postorder, preorder, and inorder (for binary trees). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let P be a forest of size n and let 
labeling of P. Then 
1 q -q Cn3! inv(u) _ inv(P,w) 
oa9(P,w) I-Let- Ckl’ 
w be any regular 
THEOREM 1.2. Let P be a forest of size n and let w be any labeling of P. 
Then 
These two results are best possible in a sense which will be made precise 
in Section 6. 
A q-hook length formula of Stanley [St] and a previous q-hook length 
formula of the authors [SW1 ] deal only with the special case in which the 
labeling w  is natural. When w  is a natural labeling, the power of q factor 
drops out of the hook length formulas in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. In this 
case, Theorem 1.2 reduces precisely to the theorem of Stanley and 
Theorem 1.1 reduces to the previous result of the authors. 
On the other hand, consider the case in which w  is an arbitrary labeling, 
but P consists only of linear trees, T,, T2, . . . . Tk, i.e., P is the disjoint union 
of totally ordered sets. In this case Theorem 1.2 reduces to a result of 
Garsia and Gessel [GG]. For i = 1, 2, . . . . k, let a(‘) be the unique linear 
extension of (Ti, wi), where wi is the restriction of w  to the linear tree T,. 
It is easy to see that in this case Z(P, w) is simply the set of shuffles of the 
permutations #I, ie (k). We also note that maj(P, w)=maj(a(‘))+ 
maj(a(“)+ ... +maj(ock’). If for each iE (k), Ti has size mi, then 
Theorem 1.2 reduces to the formula of Garsia and Gessel: 
14 -4 maj(o) _ maj(d’)) + maj(&)) + + maj(&l) . 
n ’ (1.1) (I ml? m2, -., mk 1
where the sum is over all shuffles c of a”), oc2), . . . . Ok. 
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The above-mentioned formulas of Stanley, Garsia and Gessel, and 
Bjorner and Wachs all specialize to MacMahon’s [Ml and M23 classical 
formula for “q-counting” multiset permutations: 
c q inv(0) _ - 
OE9M [ 
m,, m;, . ..) *x1 = c q”“““‘~ 
as& 
(1.2) 
where A4 is the multiset consisting of mi i’s, i= 1, 2, . . . . k. Indeed, when the 
permutations c ’ are increasing sequences of consecutive numbers, the 
shuflles of a(“, f12), . . . . crCk) correspond bijectively to permutations of the 
multiset M. The bijection replaces each letter of the shuflle which is in a”’ 
with i, for each iE (k). For example, 142365 is a shuflle of the permuta- 
tions 123, 45, and 6 and the bijection maps it to 121132. The major index 
and inversion index are easily seen to be preserved by this bijection. Since 
the major index of each a”’ is 0, ( 1.1) reduces to MacMahon’s formula for 
maj-q-counting multiset permutations. We conclude that for a naturally 
labeled linear forest in which each tree has consecutive labels, Theorem 1.2 
reduces to MacMahon’s formula for maj-q-counting multiset permutations. 
Similarly, for the same labeled forest, Theorem 1.1 reduces to MacMahon’s 
formula for inv-q-counting multiset permutations. 
MacMahon established the q-multinomial coefficients as the generating 
functions for inv and maj individually. His proof for maj was a precursor 
to Stanley’s powerful theory of P-partitions [St] which is used in proving 
Stanley’s q-hook formula and the Garsia-Gessel formula. As it is much 
easier to obtain the generating function for inv than for maj, an alternative 
approach in proving (1.2) is to obtain the generating function first for inv 
and then show directly that the generating functions for inv and maj are 
the same. A direct combinatorial proof of the latter fact was provided by 
D. Foata [F] and involves a beautiful bijection from Sp, to 9, which 
takes maj to inv. Our proofs follow a path very much like this alternative 
approach. First we prove Theorem 1.1 directly and then we use Foata’s 
bijection to go from Theorem 1.1 to a special case of Theorem 1.2. Finally 
we use an equivalence relation on labelings to extend the special case to the 
general case. 
By q-counting all labelings of a fixed forest P according to the inv(P, w) 
and maj(P, w) statistics, we obtain another extension of MacMahon’s for- 
mula (1.2). If P is a linear tree then we are simply q-counting all permuta- 
tions in Yn according to the usual inv and maj statistics. As MacMahon’s 
formula (with 9, = Sp,) indicates, these q-counts are identical and equal to 
[n]!. Theorem 1.3 below states that the q-counts for general labeled forests 
are also identical and equal to a hook length expression which reduces to 
[n]! for linear trees. 
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THEOREM 1.3. Let P be a forest of size n and let W(P) be the set of all 
labelings of P. Then 
c 9 inv(P,w)- -/ h . n [A,] = c qm”‘p~w). (1.3) 
WE W(P) ref x XSP WE W.(P) 
In Section 2, we review Foata’s bijection and introduce regular labelings 
and a special type of regular labeling called a recursive labeling. We prove 
that the set 9(P, w) is invariant under Foata’s bijection when w  is a recur- 
sive labeling. Section 3 contains the proof of Theorem 1.1 and a proof of 
the fact that the generating functions are unimodal and reciprocal polyno- 
mials. The proof of Theorem 1.2 appears in Section 4 and the proof of 
Theorem 1.3 in Section 5. In Section 6, converses to Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
are given, which show that these theorems are in a sense as strong as 
possible. 
2. THE FOATA BIJECTION AND RECURSIVE 
AND REGULAR LABELINGS 
In this section we review the Foata bijection and introduce two types of 
poset labelings: regular labelings and recursive labelings. Our main result 
here is that U(P, w) is invariant under the Foata bijection when w  is a 
recursive labeling. 
Before we can define the Foata bijection, we need to define a related 
operation which is performed on words with distinct letters in (n). Such 
words can be expressed as concatenations (or products) of shorter words. 
For example if c = 315264, a, = 31, a2 = 526, and a3 = 4 then c = a, .a2 -a3, 
with . denoting the concatenation operation. For each u E (n ) and word (T 
with distinct letters in (n) - {u}, u induces a factorization CJ = a, . a2 . . . ak 
such that 
(1) if the last letter of (T is less than u then the last letter of each ai 
is less than u and all remaining letters are greater than U; 
(2) if the last letter of Q is greater than u then the last letter of each 
tli is greater than u and all remaining letters are less than U. 
For example, if CJ is the word 3298146 and u = 5 then the factorization 
induced by u is 329.8.146. On the other hand, if u = 7 then the factoriza- 
tion induced by u is 3-2.981 .4.6. 
We now let 
y,(o) = B, .I%,. . . &, 
where u, .uZ... uk is the factorization of r~ induced by u and Ei is the word 
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obtained from ai by cyclically moving the last letter of ai to the beginning 
of aj. For example, ~~(3298146) = ~~(329~8.146) = 932 -8.614 = 9328614 
and y,(3298146)=~,(3.2-981.4.6)=3.2-198.4.6=3219846. 
Let W,, be the set of all words with distinct letters in (n). The Foata 
bijection cp: W, -+ W, is defined recursively as 
cp(o) = 0, if o has only one letter, 
da) = Y”(cp(fJ’)) .u> if u is the last letter of 0 and G = (T’ . u. 
It is easy to reverse this construction to see that cp is indeed a bijection. 
Note that since cp preserves the lengths of words and the letters they 
contain, the restriction of cp to 9, is also a bijection. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose O= 74512386. To compute q(o) we perform the 
sequence of steps, 
7+7.4-+47.5+4.7.5.1+1475.2+1.2475.3 
+ 1 .2.4.7.5.3.8--+7124.853.6, 
and conclude that (~(74512386) = 71248536. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 (Foata [F] ). The map cp: 9” + Y” defined above is a 
bijection which satisfies inv(cp(a)) = maj(a). 
We shall say that a labeling w of a poset P is recursive if every principal 
order ideal of P (or subtree when P is a forest) is labeled with a consecutive 
sequence of labels. For example, ‘Vi is a recursively labeled poset, but ‘Vz 
is not. The reason for the name recursive is that for a forest P, such 
labelings are precisely the ones that can be obtained by the following recur- 
sive procedure: Choose any ordering, T, , T2, . . . . Tk, for the trees of P. Let 
mi be the size of Ti, i= 1, 2, . . . . k: 
l For k > 1, recursively label T, with the first mi labels. Then 
recursively label T, with the next m2 labels. Continue this way, finally 
recursively labeling T, with the last mk labels. 
l For k = 1, detach the root of T, from its subtrees to form a forest 
whose trees are the subtrees of the root and the root itself. Then recursively 
label this forest. 
Three well-known recursive labelings of forests in the computer science 
literature are postorder, preorder, and inorder (see, e.g., [AHU]). Postorder 
can be characterized as a natural recursive labeling, preorder as a recursive 
labeling that is natural for the dual poset, i.e., the label of a node is always 
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less than that of its children. Inorder is defined only for binary trees and 
can be characterized as a recursive labeling in which the label of a node is 
greater than that of its left child and smaller than that of its right child. 
Note that the dual of a postorder or preorder forest or inorder binary tree 
is not, in general, a recursively labeled poset. For example, ‘V: is the dual 
of a postorder tree and is not a recursively labeled poset. 
It is easy to see that the following condition gives another characteriza- 
tion of a recursively labeled poset (P, w): for all x cP z and y E P, if 
w(x) < w(y) < w(z) or w(x)> w(y) > w(z) then ycPz. We shall use this 
characterization in the proof of the following theorem which relates 
recursive labelings and the Foata bijection. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (P, w) be a labeled poset and let cp: YH -+ Ya be the 
Foata bijection. If w is a recursive labeling then 
cp(mp, w)) = ap, WI. 
Consequently, 
(2.4) 
ProojI We prove that (p(U(P, w)) E Y(P, w) by induction on n, the 
size of P. For n = 1 the statement is trivial. Suppose n > 1 and 
c = rrl, e2, . . . . on E 9(P, w). Let xi, x2, . . . . x, be the linear extension of P 
that corresponds to 0, i.e., (TV= w(xi) for all ic (n). Clearly, xi, . . . . x,-i is 
a linear extension of the subposet P’ obtained from P by removing the 
maximal element x,. This means that the permutation cr’ = (T,, (TV, . . . . en _ i 
which corresponds to this linear extension satisfies 0’ E 9(P’, w’), where w’ 
is the restriction of w  to P’. Since w’ is clearly a recursive labeling of P’, 
we can apply the induction hypothesis to (P’, w’) to get ~(0’) E Y(P’, w’). 
Since x, is a maximal element of P, the concatenation ~1. o,, E Y(P, w) 
whenever a E U(P’, w’). It follows from this and the definition of the Foata 
bijection that to show q(a) E U(P, w) we need only show y,(a) E Y(P’, w’) 
whenever c1 E 9(P’, w’) and u = 0”. 
Suppose tl E Y( P’, w’) and u = cm induces the factorization tl, . u2 . . . uk of 
~1. Corresponding to each cq is a labeled subposet (Pi, wi) of (P’, w’), such 
that ccieY(Pi, wi). Assume that r,(a)$Y(P’, w’). Then for some ie (k), 
&I# Y(Pi, wi). Let z be the element of Pi that is labeled with the last letter of 
q. Since the only difference between the linear extension of Pi corresponding 
to ai and the total ordering of the set Pi corresponding to Ei is that z is 
moved to the beginning, the violation in compatibility between this total 
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order and the partial order on Pi must be caused by z and some x E Pi such 
that x -K p z. Since the factorization of o! was induced by u = w(x,), we have 
that either w(x) < w(x,) < w(z) or w(x) > w(x,) > w(z). It now follows from 
the fact that w  is recursive, that x, cp z. But this contradicts the maxi- 
mality of x,. Hence, y,(a) E Y(P’, w’) as desired, which completes the proof 
of cp(Z(P, w))E~(P, w). Since cp is a bijection, we have (p(U(P, w))= 
Y(P, w). 
It now follows from Proposition 2.1 that 
c q maj(o) _ ,C qinv(s(o)) 
ae9(P,w) OS9(P.W) 
= (I E & w) CPU). I 
Remark. Not all posets admit recursive labelings. Those that do are 
characterized in [BW2]. Theorem 2.2 reduces to [FS, Theorem 1 ] when P 
is a zigzag poset labeled from left to right (see [SW23 for more details). 
In [BW2], a converse to Theorem 2.2 for natural labelings is also proved. 
More precisely, it is shown that a naturally labeled poset satisfies (2.4) if 
and only if it is a postorder labeled forest. 
We will need the following simple lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Zf (P, w) is a recursively labeled forest then inv(P, w) = 
maj(P, w). 
Proof Let T, , T,, . . . . Tk be the trees of P. There are two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose k > 1. Let wi be w  restricted to Ti. Since (Ti, wi) is 
clearly a recursively labeled forest, we can inductively assume that 
inv(T,, wi)=maj(Ti, wi) for all iE (k). We have, 
k 
inv(P, w) = 1 inv( Ti, wi) 
i= 1 
= 5 maj( T,, wi) = maj(P, w). 
i=l 
Case 2. Suppose k = 1. Let P’ be the forest obtained by removing the 
root r of the tree P= T, and let w’ be the restriction of w  to P’. Clearly 
(P’, w’) is a recursively labeled forest. Hence we can inductively assume 
that inv(P’, w’) = maj(P’, w’). We also have that maj(P, w) = maj(P’, w’) + 
C h,, where the sum is over children x of r such that w(x) > w(r). Since w  
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is recursive, w(x) > w(r) implies w(y) > w(r) for all y cp x, and w(x) < w(r) 
implies w(y) < w(r) for all y cp x. This means that C h, = I{ y E P( w(y) > 
w(r)} 1. Consequently, 
maj(P, w) = maj(P, w’) + C h, 
=majUJ’, w’)+ I{yEPIw(y)>w(r))l 
=inv(P’,w’)+I{yEPlw(y)>w(r)}l 
= inv(P, w). 1 
Remark. The converse of Lemma 2.3 is false. To see this, let P be 
the totally ordered set xi cpx2 cp x3 cp x4. Let w(xi) = 1, w(xZ) =4, 
w(x3) = 2, and w(xq) = 3. Then maj(P, w) = maj( 1423) = 2 = inv( 1423) = 
inv(P, w). But w  is not a recursive labeling. 
We shall now define a class of labelings that contains the recursive 
labelings. A labeling w  of a poset P is said to be regular if the following 
condition holds: for all x cp z and y E P, if w(x) < w(y) < w(z) or if 
w(x) > w(y) > w(z) then x cp y or y <.z. For example, ‘Vz and ‘V: are 
both regularly labeled posets, but :I f is not. In [BW2], we show that the 
posets which admit regular labelings are precisely the 2-dimensional posets. 
Regular labelings of forests can be obtained in a recursive manner similar 
to that for recursive labelings. Choose any ordering, T, , T2, . . . . Tk, for the 
trees of P. Let mi be the size of T,, i = 1, 2, . . . . k: 
l For k > 1, regularly label T, with the first m, labels. Then regularly 
label T, with the next m, labels. Continue in this way, finally regularly 
labeling Tk with the last mk labels. 
l For k = 1, choose any label for the root of T1 and then with the 
remaining labels, regularly label the forest obtained by removing the root. 
Note that a natural labeling of a forest is regular if and only if it is recur- 
sive. A regular natural labeling of a forest is simply a postorder labeling. 
3. THE INVERSION INDEX Hook LENGTH FORMULA 
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.1. As a by-product of our proof 
we deduce the fact that the generating functions for inv and maj are 
reciprocal and unimodal polynomials. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The proof is by induction on n, the number of 
nodes in the forest, and is trivial when n = 1. Suppose n > 1. There are two 
cases. 
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Case 1. The forest P consists of more than one tree. Since w  is regular 
we can order the trees T, , T,, . . . . Tk, so that the label set w(Ti) consists of 
smaller labels than the label set w( Tj) whenever i < j. Let wi be w  restricted 
to Ti and let mi be the size of T,. Also let M be the multiset consisting of 
mi i’s, i= 1, 2, . . . . k. Each O‘E 5f(P, w) is a shufIle of permutations 
cci~Y(Ti, wi), i= 1,2, . . . . k. In fact, 0 can be uniquely represented as a 
(k + 1)-tuple (a,, CQ, . . . . ak, p), where C(~E U( T,, wi) is the subword of CJ 
consisting of letters in w( Ti) and p E YM is obtained by replacing each letter 
of D which is in M’( Ti) with i, for each i E (k). For example, let (P, w) be 
the labeled forest ,r\: a//; 1; and let (T = 357428166 dp(P, w). Then e 
corresponds to the 4-tuple (321, 546, 78, 12321312). This correspondence 
is clearly a bijection 
$:~(P,w)+z!Y(T,,w,)xS’(T,,w,)x ... xc!Z’(T,,w,)xcY,, 
which satisfies 
inv(o) = inv(cr,) + inv(a,) + . . . + inv(cr,) + inv(p), 
for IC/(a) = (~1,~ a2, .. . . ak, P). 
It follows from the bijection $ that 
C qinv(o) = 1 q iNal) + inv(r2) + + inv(ak) + h(p) 
oE~(P.w) &E-wTt,W,’ 
P,=% 
= fi C qinv(=J. 1 qinv(p) 
i= I a,sY(T,,r,) Peat 
= Ii c 
i= 1 rr,~Y(T,,rr~,) 
4nv(ao . m,) my, . ‘) mk]Y 
[ 
with the last step following from (1.2). We now apply the induction 
hypothesis to the regularly labeled trees (Ti, wi) and substitute into the 
above expression to obtain 
inv(P,w) Cnl! =4 
Case 2. The forest P is a single tree. Let P’ be the forest obtained by 
removing the root r of P and let w’ be the restriction of w  to P’. There is 
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an easy bijection $: %‘(P, w) + 5?(P’, w’) in which Jl(o) is obtained from CJ 
by removing its last letter, w(r). Clearly 
inv(a) = inv($(o)) + n - w(r), 
since n - w(r) is the number of inversions that are contributed by the last 
letter of 0. We also have that 
inv(P, w) = inv(P’, w’) + n - w(r), 
since n - w(r) is also the number of inversions that are contributed by the 
root of P. It follows from the bijection and the induction hypothesis 
applied to the labeled forest (P’, w’) that 
1 @w(u) = g- w(r) 1 @w(d) 
UE2yP,W,) 0' E sqP',d) 
= n-w(r) inv(P’.w’) [n-l]! 
4 4 
ILP Ckl 
[n].[n-l]! = 
4 
n ~ w(r) + inv(P’,w’) 
L-k1 ~l--LP Ckcl 
inv(P,w) Cnl! =4 
l-Ix.P Chxl ’ 
A polynomialf(q)=c,q”+c,~,q”~‘+ ... +cmqm, where n>m, c,#O 
and c, # 0, is said to be reciprocal if c,_ i = c, + i for all i = 0, 1, . . . . n -m. 
Note that f(q) is a reciprocal polynomial if and only if f(q) = q”+“‘f( l/q). 
The polynomialf(q) is said to be unimodul if 
c, < c n-l< ... <C,2Cjpl> ... ac, 
for some j such that m < j 6 n. 
In [BWl, Theorem 9.11 we proved that the polynomials occuring in 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are reciprocal. It follows from the present considera- 
tions that they are also unimodal. 
COROLLARY 3.1. For any forest P, 
Cnl! 
I-IX, P Chxl 
is a reciprocal and unimodal polynomial. 
Proof: We make use of a result of G. E. Andrews [A, Theorem 3.91 
which states that the product of reciprocal, unimodal polynomials with 
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nonnegative coefficients is a reciprocal, unimodal polynomial with non- 
negative coefficients. In Case 1 of the proof of Theorem 1.1, the generating 
function is expressed as a product of generating functions for regularly 
labeled trees with less than n nodes and a q-multinomial coefficient. In 
Case 2, the generating function is expressed as a product of a power of q 
and a generating function for a regularly labeled forest with less than n 
nodes. It is well known that q-multinomial coefficients are reciprocal, 
unimodal polynomials (see [A, Theorem 3.101) and we may inductively 
assume that the generating functions for the trees of Case 1 and the forest 
of Case 2 are reciprocal, unimodal polynomials. Hence by Andrew’s result 
the generating function for (P, w) is a reciprocal, unimodal polynomial. 1 
4. THE MAJOR INDEX Hook LENGTH FORMULA 
In this section we shall use Theorem 1.1 and the Foata bijection to prove 
Theorem 1.2. First we need some preliminary results and definitions. Two 
labelings w  and w’ of a poset P are said to be equivalent if they have the 
same descent sets, i.e., D( P, w) = D( P, w’). 
PROPOSITION 4.1 (Stanley [St]). Let P be a forest with two equivalent 
labelings w and w’. Then for all Jc (n - 1 ), 
l{a&(P, w)lD(g)=J}I =l{o&‘(P, w’)ID(cr)=J}J. (4.1) 
Consequently, 
(4.2) 
The original proof of Stanley [St, Theorem 9.11 uses generating func- 
tions to prove Proposition 4.1 for general posets P. We shall give a purely 
combinatorial proof of Proposition 4.1 by constructing a bijection directly 
between the sets of (4.1). This bijection can be extended to general posets. 
We shall say that two labelings w  and w’ of a poset P are related by an 
(i, i + 1) switch for i E (n - 1) if there is a pair of elements, X, y E P, such 
that w(x) = w’(y) = i, w(y) = w’(x) = i + 1, and w(z) = w’(z) for all 
ZE P- {x, y}. If neither x nor y covers the other then the (i, i+ 1) switch 
will be called an elementary switch. Note that an elementary switch simply 
involves transposing two consecutive labels which are not adjacent in the 
Hasse diagram. The next lemma shows that the elementary switches 
generate the equivalence relation defined above. 
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LEMMA 4.2. (i) In every equivalence class of labelings of a forest there 
exists at least one recursive labeling. 
(ii) Two labelings are equivalent if and only if they are related by a 
sequence of elementary switches. 
Proof. (i) We must show that for any XE P- {roots}, there is a 
recursive labeling w  of P such that D(P, w) = X. To construct w, we modify 
the recursive procedure described in Section 2 according to the constraint 
of the prescribed descent pattern. More precisely, choose any ordering, 
T,, Tz, . . . . Tk, for the trees of P and let mi be the size of Ti for each iE (k). 
l For k> 1, recursively label T1 with the first m, labels so that the 
labeling satisfies D( T, , wi ) = X n T, . Then recursively label T2 with the 
next m2 labels so that the labeling satisfies D( T,, w2) = Xn T,. Continue 
this way finally labeling Tk. 
l For k = 1, let r be the root of P = T1. Now let L be the subforest 
of P whose roots are the children of r which are not in X and let G be the 
subforest of P whose roots are the children of r which are in X. This means 
that the roots of L should receive labels less than that of r and the roots 
of G should receive labels greater than that of r. To this end, recursively 
label L with the smallest labels so that the labeling satisfies 
D(L, wt) = Xn L; then label r with the next remaining label; and finally 
recursively label G with the greatest labels so that the labeling satisfies 
D(G, wo) = Xn G-{roots of G}. 
(ii) Note that if two labelings are related by an elementary switch 
then they have the same descent sets. Hence, if two labelings are related by 
a sequence of elementary switches, they are equivalent. It follows from (i) 
that we need only prove the converse for the case in which one of the 
labelings is recursive. The proof is by induction on the size of P and is 
trivial for IPI = 1. Suppose w  and w’ are equivalent labelings of forest P 
and w’ is recursive. There are two cases. 
Case 1. The forest P consists of more than one tree. Let T be the 
tree that has the smallest labels under w’ and suppose (T( = m. If 
w(T) # { 1,2, . . . . m> then there is some label ic w(T) such that i- 14 w(T). 
Clearly the (i- 1, i) switch applied to (P, w) is an elementary switch which 
reduces x w(T). We can therefore continue to make elementary switches 
until w(T) = ( 1, 2, . . . . m}. We may now assume that w(T) = w’(T) and 
w(P- T)= w’(P- T). Let w1 and w2 be w  restricted to T and P-T, 
respectively, and let w; and w; be w’ restricted to T and P- T, respectively. 
By induction, wi and wi, i = 1,2, are related by a sequence of elementary 
switches. It follows that w  and w’ also are related by a sequence of elemen- 
tary switches. 
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Case 2. The forest P is a single tree. Let r be the root of P, let L be 
the subforest of P whose roots are the children of r with labels under w’ 
that are less than w’(r), and let G be the subforest of P whose roots are the 
children of r with labels under w’ that are greater than w’(r). Since w  and 
w’ are equivalent, if x is a child of r which is in L then w(x) < w(r) and if 
x is a child of r which is in G then w(x) > w(r). 
If w(L) # { 1, 2, . ..) m}, where m = ILI, then there is some label in w(L) 
such that i- 14 w(L). If i- 1 is the label of r then i cannot be the label of 
a child of r since all children of r in L have smaller labels under w. Conse- 
quently the (i- 1, i) switch applied to (P, w) is elementary, preserves 
D(P, w), and reduces C w(L). The same is true if i - 1 E w(G). Just as in 
Case 1, we continue to make elementary switches until w(L) = { 1, 2, . . . . m}. 
By symmetry we can make elementary switches until w(G)= 
{m + 2, m + 3, . . . . rr}. We may now assume that w(L) = w’(L), w(r) = w’(r), 
and w(G) = w’(G). Again as in Case 1, we apply induction to the forests L 
and G to show that w  and w’ are related by a sequence of elementary 
switches. i 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. Because of Lemma 4.2 (ii), we may assume 
than w  and w’ are related by an elementary (i, i + 1) switch. We will prove 
the result by constructing a bijection between 9’(P, w) and 6p(P, w’) which 
preserves descent sets. Let Ic/: T(P, w) + T(P, w’) be the map defined by 
if i and i+ 1 are adjacent letters of 0, 
if i and i+ 1 are not adjacent, 
where (i, i + 1)a is the permutation obtained from 0 by transposing letters 
i and i+ 1. To see that Ii/(o) E T(P, w’), let x,, x2, . . . . x, be the linear 
extension of P that corresponds to e under the labeling w, i.e., w(x~) = aj, 
j = 1, 2, . ..) n. Suppose that i and i+ 1 are adjacent in 0. Then i= w(xj) and 
i+l=w(xi+,) or i+l=w(x,) and i=w(xJi,l) for someje(n-f). We 
claim that xj and xj+ i are not related in the partial order P. If they are 
related then clearly, xi+ I must be the parent of xi, since there is nothing 
between them in the linear extension. But this is impossible since the 
(i, i + 1) switch is an elementary switch. Therefore xj and xi+, are not 
related and consequently, xi, x2, . . . . xj+ i, xj, . . . . x, is another linear exten- 
sion of P. Since u = w’(x,), w’(x,), . . . . w’(xj+,), w’(x,), . . . . w’(x,), we may 
conclude that 5 E Y( P, w’). Now suppose that i and i + 1 are not adjacent 
in 0. For this case we have (i, i+ 1)a = w’(xi), w’(x*), . . . . w’(x,) which 
implies that (i, i + 1 )a E T’(P, w’). We have thus established 
Ii/(o) E 5?(P, w’) for both cases. 
Clearly + is reversible and is therefore a bijection. It is also immediate 
that D(a) = D($(o)). This implies that e restricts to a bijection between the 
two sets of (4.1). Hence they are of equal cardinality. 1 
582a152/2-2 
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We now have enough tools to easily establish Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First we prove the theorem for the case in which 
w  is a recursive labeling. By Theorem 2.2, Theorem 1.1, and Lemma 2.3 
applied in succession we have 
1 q maj(g) - _ 1 qinv(a) 
fJE.P(P.M’) ae9(P,w) 
= inv(P.w) Cnl! 4 
FL, P Chxl 
= maj(P,w) Cnl! 4 
I-Lpi- Chxl’ 
For the general case, we apply Lemma 4.2 (i) which provides a recursive 
labeling w’ equivalent to w. By (4.2) and the special case for recursive 
labelings we have 
c q 
M(o) = 
c qrnaj@’ 
UE2qP.W) ocsc(P,w’) 
= W(p,w’) Cnl! 4 
I-LP Chxl 
= maj(P,w,) Cnl! 4 I-I,, p Chxl’ 
with the last step following immediately from the fact that w  and w’ are 
equivalent. 1 
5. q-CouN-rrNc FOREST LABELINGS 
In this section we q-count the set of all labelings of a fixed forest P using 
the inv(P, w) and maj(P, w) statistics. If P is a linear tree then we are 
simply q-counting all permutations in 9”. We know from MacMahon’s 
formula (1.2), that in this case, inv-q-counting and maj-q-counting result in 
identical polynomials. As Theorem 1.3 shows, this turns out to also be true 
for general forests. We prove Theorem 1.3 by establishing explicit hook 
length formulas for the inv and maj polynomials. Although the formulas 
are identical, their proofs are quite different. For inv, the proof is a 
straightforward induction and for maj the proof relies on Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of the ino hook length formula of Theorem 1.3. The first equation 
of (1.3) is proved by induction on n, the size of P. Let T,, T2, . . . . T, be the 
trees of P and let m, be the size of Ti. There are two cases. 
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Case 1. Suppose k > 1. Each labeling of P corresponds bijectively to a 
(k + 1)-tuple consisting of a distribution of the n labels into the k trees with 
each Ti receiving mi labels, and a labeling for each Ti, as in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 in Section 3. It follows from this that 
Applying 
c q 
inv(P,n,) _ 
- WE *-(PI ( m,, nl:, . . . . *,> jj, w,,.$(T,, qi”v(K*n’t’~ 
the induction hypothesis results in 
= q W’E”f#‘(P) 
n! m,! m,! . ..rn.! 
= 
m,! m,! ..-m,! 
=H~y~;hx.~~p Px,~=xsf hx 
. -rFp [h-xl 
Case 2. Suppose k = 1. Let P’ be the forest obtained by removing the 
root r of the tree P = T,. Every labeling w  of P corresponds bijectively to 
a pair (i, w’), wherej= w(r) and w’ is w  restricted to P’. This and induction 
implies that 
c q C qinv(P’. w)+n-j 
rcW(P) j= 1 WE W(F) 
= i qn-j ,,-& qinv(P’.n,) 
j=l 
= Cn3 (n- 1Y 
I-I XEP.h n ch-r’ x XE P’ 
n! 
Proof of the maj hook length formula of Theorem 1.3. The second equation 
of (1.3) is proved by evaluating the double sum CwEWCPJ CoE9CP,W) qmajco) 
in two different ways. By Theorem 1.2 we have 
1 
WEW(P) cTE2yP,W,) 
Cnl! (5.1) 
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We now evaluate the double sum by reversing the order of summation: 
1 C qmaj(a) = 
w.s(y, 2 q 
mG(“)l(( (T E Y( P, w )) 
WEW’(P) OEYyP,W) n 
= C qmaj(o) c x(0 E -w, WI), 
where x denotes the indicator function which has value 1 when the argu- 
ment is true and 0 when the argument is false. To evaluate the inner sum 
we observe that for any fixed 0 = oI, cr2, . . . . an, there is a bijection between 
the set {w E w(P) 1 cr E Z(P, w)} and the set of linear extensions of P. To 
see this let x,, x2, . . . . x, be a linear extension of P. With this linear exten- 
sion we associate the labeling w  defined by w(x;) = ei, i= 1,2, . . . . n. Clearly 
w  satisfies 0 E Y(P, w) and each w  satisfying G E Y(P, w) is uniquely deter- 
mined by a linear extension in this way. This means that the inner sum is 
equal to the number of linear extensions of P which, by Knuth’s formula, 
is n! divided by the product of the hook lengths. Substituting this into the 
above equation yields, 
(5.2) 
By equating the right-hand sides of (5.1) and (5.2), we get 
Cnl! I 
nxcp [h-J w&p,qma~(P’r)= Cn’! r-L.h,’ 
which is equivalent to the second equation of (1.3). 1 
6. CHARACTERIZING FORESTS BY HOOK LENGTH FORMULAS 
In this section, we shall show that the q-hook length formulas can be 
used to characterize labeled forests. For this we use the following definition 
of hook length for general posets. For each element x of poset P, let the 
hook length at x, denoted by h,, be the number of elements of P that are 
less than or equal to x. The characterizations are given in the following two 
theorems. 
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THEOREM 6.1. For any labeled poset (P, w), the following are equivalent: 
(1) c UELqP,W) 4i”v(a) = qk( [n]!/n,. p [h,]), for some k 2 0. 
(2) (P, w) is a regularly labeled forest. 
THEOREM 6.2. For any labeledposet (P, w), the following are equivalent: 
(1) c OE~(P,W) 4 maj(o) = q“( [n]!/n,EP [h,]), for some k 2 0. 
(2) (P, w) is a labeled forest. 
Remark. Our definition of hook length is rather limited in that it does 
not include the hook lengths of the Frame-Robinson-Thrall hook length 
formula mentioned in the Introduction. The hook length at x could be 
defined more generally as any number “naturally” associated with x. In this 
case, it is an open problem to characterize those labeled posets which 
satisfy hook length formulas [St, Section 221 (see also [Sal). 
The (2) = ( 1) directions of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 follow from 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. Before proving (1) = (2) for each of 
these theorems, we first consider the case q = 1. For any poset P, let Y(P) 
be the set of linear extensions of P. 
THEOREM 6.3. For any poset P, we have IJZ’(P)I 2 n!/n,, p h,. Further- 
more, equality holds tf and only if P is a forest. 
Proof Fix a linear extension x1, x2, . . . . x, of P. For each i E (n ), let Hi 
be the principal order ideal generated by xi. We shall define a surjective 
mapping cp: Z(P) x H, x H, x . . x H,, -+ W(P), where W(P) is the set of 
all labelings of P. Here, we regard Y(P) as the set of natural labelings of 
P. If u is a natural labeling of P and yip Hi, then cp(u, y,, y,, . . . . y,) is 
defined to be the labeling of P obtained from u by switching, in succession, 
the label of yi with the label of xi, for each i = 1,2,3, . . . . n. To see that every 
labeling w  of P can be obtained in this way, we reverse the process by start- 
ing with w  and switching, in succession, the label of xi with the largest label 
of Hi, for each i=n, n- 1, . . . . 1. This clearly produces a natural labeling u 
and elements yi satisfying yip Hi and cp(u, y,, y,, . . . . y,) = w. Since cp is 
surjective, we conclude that 
lW(P)I < [T(P) x H, x H, x ... x H,I (6.1) 
or, equivalently, 
n! < IZ(P)l . n h,. 
X.5 P 
Suppose now that P is not a forest. We shall prove that the inequality 
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(6.1) is strict by showing that cp is not injective. Specifically, we shall 
produce two distinct natural labelings u and u and two distinct sequences 
of elements yl, y,, . . . . y, and z,, z2, . . . . z, such that yi, zio Hi and 
cp(u, y, 9 y,, ...> Y,) = cp(u, Zl> ‘72, ***, z,). Since P is not a forest, there is some 
element y E P which is covered by at least two elements. We may choose 
the fixed linear extension x1, x2, . . . . x, of P so that two of the elements that 
cover y occur consecutively in the linear extension, i.e., xj and xj+ i cover 
y for some Jo (n - 1). Let u be the natural labeling defined by u(xi) = i for 
all i E (n) and let v be the natural labeling obtained from u by switching 
labels j and j+l. Let yi=xi for all iE(n)--(j,j+l) and yi=y for 
i = j, j+ 1. Note that cp(u, yi, y,, . . . . y,) is simply the labeling obtained 
from u by rotating the labels of y, xi, and xj+ 1. This labeling can also be 
obtained from z) by switching the labels of xj and y. By setting zi = xi for 
all in (n) - (j} and zr= y, we have that 
cp(U> y,, y,, . . . . Y,) = do, Zl, z2, . . . . z,). 
It follows that (6.1) holds as a strict inequality in this case. 
We have shown that equality holds in the theorem only if P is a forest. 
The converse, of course, is Knuth’s formula. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. (1) * (2). This is an immediate consequence of 
the second part of Theorem 6.3. Indeed, by setting q = 1 in (l), we have 
that W(P)1 = n WI,, p h,, which implies that P is a forest. 1 
The next result will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
THEOREM 6.4. For any labeled forest (P, w) we have 
max{inv(o)IaEY(P, w)}-min{inv(o)IaEA?(P, w)} 
Cnl! 
‘deg I-Ixep Ckl’ (6-z) 
Furthermore, equality holds if and only if w is a regular labeling. 
We shall use a series of lemmas to prove this theorem. First we need to 
recall the definition of a partial order on Yn known as the weak order (or 
weak Bruhat order). The weak order is the partial order relation on 9, 
whose covering relations are defined by: CJ < r whenever T = c . (i, i + 1) for 
some adjacent transposition (i, i + 1) and inv(a) < inv(r). Multiplication of 
permutations, here, is viewed as composition of maps from right to left. 
Hence, CJ . (i, i + 1) is the permutation obtained from o by transposing the 
letters in positions i and i + 1. The identity permutation e = 1, 2, . . . . n is the 
minimum element of this partial order. For all u < v in Yn, the interval from 
u to u, denoted by [u, u], is the set (a~Y~SP,lu<o<v}. 
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The following proposition is proved in [BW2, Theorem 6.81. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. For any labeled poset (P, w), Y(P, w) is an interval in 
the weak order on Sp, if and only if w is a regular labeling. 
The permutohedron is defined to be the graph whose vertices are the 
elements of YR and whose edges are unordered pairs of the form 
(a, c . (i, i + 1)). Clearly, the permutohedron is simply the undirected Hasse 
diagram of the weak order. The distance p(u, v) between two permutations 
U, v E Yn is defined to be the length of a minimum length path from u to v 
in the permutohedron. A subset U of Y;: is said to be convex if for all 
u, v E U, every minimum length path from u to v is in U. The diameter of 
a convex subset U is defined by 6(U) = max{ p(u, v) 1 U, v E U}. For per- 
mutations u,, r4*, . . . . ukey”, let Conv(u,, u2, . . . . &) denote the convex hull 
of U,) f42, . ..) 24k. The rank of a convex set U is defined by 
r(U) = min { k 3-O 1 U = Conv(u, , 24*, . . . . #k) for some ui E U}. 
LEMMA 6.6. Let P be a poset and let w and u be two labelings of P. Then 
there is a permutation o E Y, such that Y( P, w) = o ’ Z( P, u). 
Proof Since w  and u are bijections from P to (n), the composition 
WOU -‘EYE. It is easy to see that if ~=wou~~ then Y(P, w)= 
a . Y(P, u). 1 
LEMMA 6.7. Let U be a convex subset of Yn and let o E Yn. Then a . U is 
convex, 6(U) = 6(a. U), and r(U) = r(a . U). 
Proof It is easy to see that the map f: Yn + YI”, defined by f(u) = a. u, 
is a graph isomorphism of the permutohedron. It follows that convex 
subsets are mapped to convex subsets and rank and diameter are 
preserved. 1 
The next two results can be found in [BWl, Corollary 10.2 and Theo- 
rem 10.31 in the more general setting of Coxeter groups (see also [BW2, 
Section 63). Proposition 6.8 is originally due to Tits [T, Corollary 2.23 J. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. For all u < v in YHspn, Conv(u, v) = [u, v]. 
PROPOSITION 6.9. Let UG Yn be a convex set of rank 2. Then for any 
u, v E U, U = Conv(u, v) tf and only zf p(u, v) = 6(U). 
Proof of Theorem 6.4. Let w’ be a natural regular labeling of P, i.e., a 
postorder labeling. By Proposition 6.5, Z(P, w’) is an interval in the weak 
order of Y;:. Since w’ is a natural labeling, the identity e E g(P, w’). Hence, 
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g(P, w’) = [e, r] for some T E Sp,. Now by Proposition 6.8, T(P, w’) = 
Conv(e, r), which implies that Z(P, w’) has rank 2 (or, rank 1 if r = e). By 
Proposition 6.9, 6(.Y(P, w’)) = p(e, r) = inv(r). 
Since w’ is a natural regular labeling, we can invoke Theorem 1.1 to get 
Cnl! 
inW =deg nxeP ch,3e 
Thus Y(P, w’) is a convex set of rank 2 and diameter 
d=deg(Cnl!/II CM). 
By Lemma 6.6, Y(P, w) = o.~!?(P, w’) for some o E Yn. It now follows 
from Lemma 6.7 that Y(P, w) is convex of rank 2 and diameter d. Note 
that for all U, UE Y;‘,, linv(u) - inv(u)l < p(u, v). It follows that for all 
U, u E Y(P, w), linv(u) - inv(u)( < 8($P(P, w)) = d. Hence, (6.2) holds. 
Now suppose that equality holds in (6.2). Let U, u E g(P, w) be such that 
inv(u) = min(inv(a) 10 E Y(P, w)} and inv(u) = max{inv(a) 1 u E Y(P, w)}. 
We then have that 
inv(u)-inv(u)=d=&Y(P, w)) 
> p(u, u) 2 inv(u) - inv(u). 
This implies that 
p( 24, u) = inv( u) - inv( u) (6.3) 
and 
P(U, u) = 4ap, w)). (6.4) 
Note that (6.3) is equivalent to saying that u < u in the weak order. Hence, 
by Proposition 6.8, we conclude that Conv(u, u) = [u, u]. Now (6.4) and 
Proposition 6.9 imply that .5?(P, w) = Conv(u, u). Hence, Y(P, w) = [u, u]. 
It follows now from Proposition 6.5 that w  is a regular labeling. 
Conversely, if w  is a regular labeling then by Theorem 1.1, 
max{inv(a)loEY(P, w)} =inv(P, w)+d and min{inv(a)laE6R(P, w)} = 
inv(P, w). Consequently (6.2) holds as an equality. 1 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. (1) =E- (2). By setting q = 1 in (l), we have that 
I-WY =n!lIL.~ h,, which by Theorem 6.3 implies that P is a forest. It 
also follows from (1) that 
Cnl! max{inv(o)lo&!‘(P, w)} =k+deg---- 
l-I Chxl’ 
and 
min{inv(o) 1 (T E Y(P, w)} = k. 
Hence, by Theorem 6.4, w  is a regular labeling. 1 
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